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STREET PRICES: 
DDR, $179;  
Fuzz Bender, $149
MANUFACTURER:  
Keeley Electronics, 
robertkeeley.com

 The Fuzz Bender’s 
bias knob and active 
bass and treble EQ 
allow you to dial in 
any range of fuzz 
effects you like.

 The DDR’s delay/
reverb section provides 
either analog/digital 
delay effects up to 1.2 
seconds, or spring/plate 
reverb effects.

  THE BOTTOM LINE
The Keeley Fuzz Bender will likely end most 
guitarists’ search for the perfect fuzz pedal, 
while the DDR is for players looking for 
great overdrive, delay and reverb effects but 
who don’t want to deal with a pedalboard.

Three of a Perfect Pair
KEELEY DDR AND FUZZ BENDER PEDALS
By Chris Gil l

IS THERE SUCH a thing as a pedal 
that is too good? Considering the 

fickle nature of most guitarists who are 
on a never-ending search for the perfect 
tones (not to mention how much one 
player’s preferences vary from another’s), 
this probably isn’t an actual concern for 
pedal designers hoping to maintain 
guitarists’ endless appetites for new 
products, and to keep them coming back 
for more. Yet every now and then, a few 
pedals come out that address players’ 
needs so well I wonder if the designers 
worry that they may be shooting themselves 
in the foot, by making what could be the last 

effect device of that nature that guitarists 
would realize they need.

Keeley recently introduced two pedals 
that are certain to end many players’ tone-
chasing pursuits. The Keeley DDR satis-
fies a pair of most guitarists’ basic needs by 
providing fully independent overdrive and 
delay/reverb effects in a single box, ideal for 
those who like to keep things simple. For 
fuzz aficionados, the Keeley Fuzz Bender 
provides a comprehensive palette of square-
wave distortion tones and textures. 
 
FEATURES The Keeley DDR and Fuzz 
Bender are each housed in a medium-size 

rectangular stomp box enclosure that’s 
the familiar size of a Phase 100. The Fuzz 
Bender takes advantage of these slightly 
larger dimensions by providing large knobs 
for the Level and Fuzz controls that users 
can adjust with their feet, if desired. Several 
details make the Fuzz Bender truly stand 
out from the pack: its three-transistor design 
that combines silicon and germanium fuzz 
stages; its Bias control that dials in textures 
from smooth, Big Muff-style to glitchy, sput-
tering grit, and everything in-between; and 
its active bass and treble EQ controls that 
provide up to 20dB of boost/cut at 100Hz 
and 10kHz respectively.
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AS MUCH AS I still love plugging in cables between 
my guitar and amp, it’s hard to dispute the untangled 
freedom and clear fidelity many of the new digital 
wireless systems currently offer. Even more 
astonishing is that most of these wireless units are 
remarkably affordable for working guitarists.

The bigger question is, which is the best one for 
your applications? While I can’t make that decision 
for you, I can tell you I’ve tried many — from compact 
to rack — and the new Sennheiser XSW-D Wireless 
Digital Pedalboard Set is a professional wireless 
system that sits smack-dab between budget- and 
touring-grade wireless systems. With intuitive one-
touch operation, a pedal-based (pedalboard) receiver 
that doubles as a tuner and a compact plug-and-play 
transmitter with a rotatable guitar input jack, the 
Sennheiser XSW-D Set is hard to beat. 

Including the items above, the Sennheiser XSW-D 
Set comes with accessories such as receiver power 
supply, 1/4-inch extension cable, belt clip and two 
charging cables (USB-C to USB-C and USB-A to 
USB-C). But the more important details are its digital 
2.4 GHz operating frequency for worldwide and 
license-free compatibility (the FCC subjects certain 
frequencies to paid licensing), an operating range of 
250 feet, up to five hours of battery life on a single 
charge, muting from either transmitter or receiver, 
switching between multiple transmitters linked to the 
pedalboard receiver, and the ability to configure any 
combination of transmitters and receivers. 

Of course, the most enticing feature is its one-
touch operation. After plugging in the stompbox 
receiver from my pedalboard, pairing the transmitter 
to the receiver by simply holding the power button 
till the mini LED blinks green, the whole system was 
up and running in seconds with an absolutely clear 
and uncompressed signal. It’s ridiculously easy to use 
and sounds flawless, and the tuner works amazingly 
well, with a huge and bright LED display. Muting is as 
simple as hitting the footswitch on the pedalboard 
receiver, or by holding the power button on the 
transmitter until the LED turns yellow. And, in case 
you’re wondering, yes — it’ll be very hard for me to 
go back to cables.   —Paul Riario 

STREET PRICE: $399.95
MANUFACTURER: Sennheiser, sennheiser.com

Sennheiser XSW-D  
Wireless Digital 
Pedalboard Set

Buzz Bin

The DDR is not a pedal for nostalgic  
German communists or gamers with 
happy feet, but rather an ingenious com-
bination of overdrive and delay/reverb. 
The independent overdrive section fea-
tures level, tone and drive knobs, a style 
mini toggle switch for selecting crunch or 
sustain modes, and its own separate on/
off footswitch. The delay/reverb section 
on the left provides blend, decay and time 
knobs, delay/reverb and vintage/modern 
mini toggle switches.

Two recessed mini slider switches 
mounted on the right vertical surface 
allow you to select true bypass or delay/
reverb trails that continue after the DDR 
is disengaged, and use TRS cables to 
insert separate effect pedals between 
the overdrive and delay/reverb effects.

PERFORMANCE  The problem with 
most fuzz pedals is that their sound can 
be a little too individual, so what sounds 
good with one guitar or amp probably 
won’t sound good with another. The Fuzz 

Bender ends the Goldilocks routine of 
going through dozens of pedals hoping 
to find one that’s just right, thanks to its 
versatile EQ and bias controls. Whether 
you love fat, muddy bass that oozes like 
two tons of sludge, razor-sharp treble 
that cuts like piranha teeth or smooth, 
sustaining violin tones, the Fuzz Bender 
can do it all and more. The DDR is a 
useful “meat and potatoes” pedal for 
players who want to keep their rigs 
as simple as their tone is pristine. The 
overdrive section is as good or better 
than many other overdrives that cost 
the same or more, providing everything 
from harmonically rich clean boost to 
edge-of-distortion Screamer sounds. 
The delay/reverb section is similarly 
straightforward, providing analog 
(vintage) or digital (modern) delays from 
slapback to about 1.2 seconds and spring 
(vintage) or plate (modern) reverbs with 
rich, vibrant resonance. The DDR covers 
the essentials for guitarists who want to 
plug in, play and get ’er done.  
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